CACFEST 2013
In this second year of CACFEST, the Eavis family were trembling in their wellies - would the Rolling
Stones pick the mudbath of Glastonbury or the pristine manicured lawns of CACFEST? As it
happened, we didn’t need the Stones as this largely pictorial review will illustrate.
This year, CACFEST was an open mic affair, a bit of a free for all and some might say a tad
disorganised; we like to call it deliciously spontaneous.

Sound and maraca checks from George and Hannah

The afternoon kicked off at 4.30, as the bar opened, once again stocked by our friends at Bath Ales
and our special CACFEST wine boxes stocked by our friends at Tesco. The weather was perfect,
sunny, with a warm refreshing breeze and the odd gust that soon got CACFEST 2013 off to a flying
start. With some great team work from the roadies, the stage was soon reconstructed incorporating
a crafty new ventilation system, the only casualty being an unfortunate music stand.
The crowd enjoyed an eclectic mix of backing music, from Nicki Minaj and Gangnam Style (George’s
choice, very hip) to Joe Satriani and Rainbow (that’s more like it), interspersed with some short
individual tunings up and performances whilst the crowd tucked into hog roast, beer and wine. And
then the serious business of the music began.
Donovan and Chris got the main event underway playing numerous classics with the CAC Kids
getting stuck into the vocals. Such is the artistic genius of our performers that they were able to
compose and write lyrics for a brand new song in a single effort whilst playing it live as they went

along. As far as we are aware, this has never been done before at any festival or in the studio. The
result was a classic and “Stinky Pants” will soon be able available to download from i tunes.

You heard it here first, the world premiere performance of Stinky Pants

We had some Eagles, Pink Floyd, Touchstone and we all also enjoyed a brilliant acoustic Ace of
Spades from Donovan.

The Ace of Spades

Shorts Dudes - Chris and John rocking out

Dizzy Rascals – George and Dylan rapping out
One of the many charms of CACFEST is its family appeal and on this occasion this atmosphere was
enhanced by some excellent family performances. From the Pritchett’s we had a Life is a Highway,
with Dylan Pritchett on vocals accompanied by Chris and a special guest on the bongos (having been
sacked from guitar duty). We also enjoyed a percussion solo from Áine on the maracas.
From the Swann household we had a moving if rather unusual version of Mama Mia on acoustic
guitar with Hannah Swann on vocals.

And then, from nowhere, the rolling fields and lanes around Fishpool Hill were serendipitously
bathed in the gentle melodies of AC/DC as the Ellwood’s stormed the stage with a rocking It’s a Long
Way to The Top with Jaimee on lead vocals – fantastic stuff!

Life is a Highway

The Ellwood Dudes – made up like Kiss, singing AC/DC

Hannah Swann and her Dad– Mama Mia

No show is complete without a maraca solo - Áine in action

Behatted Dudes - Donovan and John, not sure what they are playing,
but having a lot of fun

A solo moment for Sophie and a George and Jaimee duet
Indeed, musically speaking, there was just the one dubious moment - Chris, Donovan and Pete
playing Wonderful Tonight morphing into Lady in Red. Had they not read their contracts? Did they
not realise that both songs are strictly prohibited at CACFEST?
In the interests of a balanced and unbiased review we should also take this opportunity to comment
on a complaint that was lodged by a certain Maddy of Clifton. The set list categorically included one
song specifically for our CAC Canine ticketholders, the legendary 1971 classic from Lobo – Me and
You and a Dog Named Boo. We did indeed play those fabulous opening chords, but unfortunately
half the band was too young to remember the song, and the other half had spent the last 40 years
trying to forget it!
At CACFEST we take customer feedback very seriously and rest assured Maddy, next year we shall
have a selection of dodgy 1970’s pop songs including Me and You and a Dog Named Boo plus plenty
of other canine related musical treats.

Away from the main stage, once again Sarah had put on a fantastic hog roast feast which
complemented all the cake and bubbles in celebration of both Pete and Sarah’s birthdays.

Relaxing at the bar

The crowds mingling at the bar (more Glyndebourne than Glastonbury)

Jaimee, as official CAC photographer took some stunning pictures. George had prepared sweet
cocktails for sale to boost his Ninja Turtle fund. These were most appreciated although George
needs to embark on a business studies course if he is to reach his Ninja targets.
As the sun wound its idle way to the horizon, once again Chris, Donovan and Pete took to the stage
to wrap up the festival with some mellow tunes by Eric Clapton and Crowded House and CACFEST
drew to a close for another year.

Chris and Donovan taking the weather with them

Plans are already under way for 2014 and bands are signing up fast. Details will be kept under wraps
for the time being but rest assured we shall have a special tribute to dodgy early 1970’s pop songs,
and rumours abound that there will be a return of the girls in 2014. Sarah, Rachel and Steph are fine
tuning their Wham classics.

Maddy (a portrait by Jaimee Ellwood)
Once again, the CACFEST organising committee would like to thank everybody involved, our CAC
Kids for being such sports, Sarah Swann for once again turning her house into a festival site and
organising fantastic food, the crowd for bringing along lovely extra food and drink, and of course, all
our musicians. Another brilliant year, roll on CACFEST 2014.

